Informed of the popular insurrection of 14 July 1789, Louis XVI is said to have wondered whether this was a revolt. «Not a revolt, Sire», came the reply, «a revolution.» Shortly after massive popular protest in Egypt on 25 January 2011 unleashed the flood of events that would sweep Hosni Mubarak from the presidency, a principal internet instigator of the uprising, Google employee Wael Ghonim, addressed a version of the same question. «Is this a revolution?» he was asked on CNN. He thought briefly before proclaiming the appearance of «Revolution 2.0».

Whether this was an impromptu formulation or not, Ghonim repeated it frequently in interviews over the following days. What he may have meant by it became clearer in the fascinating memoir published a year later under this same title. «Revolutions of the past have usually had charismatic leaders who were politically savvy and sometimes even military geniuses», he writes in his conclusion to this book. «Such revolutions followed what we can call the Revolution 1.0 model. But the revolution in Egypt was different: it was truly a spontaneous movement led by nothing other than the wisdom of the crowd.» This Revolution 2.0, Ghonim wants to insist, was essentially leaderless: «No one was the hero because everyone was the hero.» It was «like an offline Wikipedia, with everyone anonymously and selflessly contributing efforts toward a common goal».

One has to say that Ghonim’s characterisation of Revolution 1.0 is as radically attenuated as his accompanying conceptualisation of Revolution 2.0. But his title invites us to think again about the longer history of the revolutionary tradition. To speak of Revolution 2.0 suggests a significant revision of an ongoing project, an upgrading of a revolutionary programme through conceptual elaboration and tech-
ncial innovation. Clearly, the Internet placed an immensely more powerful technology of communication in the service of social and political change. But was the conceptualisation of revolution updated along with the technology? Has Facebook, and social media in general, revolutionised revolution itself? Before deciding that question, we might think again about Revolution 1.0. How far do we go back to find it?

A recent study of the Glorious Revolution in England claims to offer a definitive answer. In *1688: The First Modern Revolution* Steve Pincus takes a revisionist stance. He aims to demonstrate that the expulsion of James II launched a real revolution rather than simply the bloodless and relatively peaceful political transition for which it has long been celebrated. He wants to argue that this revolution constituted a radical transformation of social structure as well as of political regime, that it involved an ideological rupture with the past and that it was achieved at least in part by popular violence. «Far from being aristocratic, peaceful, and consensual...», he insists, the Glorious Revolution was «like most modern revolutions... popular, violent, and extremely divisive».

In Pincus’s account, 1688 marked the first modern revolution for two reasons. First, it bore all the defining features of subsequent revolutions of the modern age (thus displacing the priority of the French Revolution as the prototype in this regard). Second, like all these subsequent revolutions, it was at once the product and the catalyst of processes of modernisation. The product of modernisation because it was a response to the strains of an already modernising state; the catalyst of modernisation because it pushed this process further through conflict between competing modernisers. Revolutions, Pincus maintains, are «the often-violent working out of competing state modernisation programmes», they «pit different groups of modernisers against one another.»

According to this definition, then, modern revolution first occurred in Britain in 1688 and the years immediately thereafter.

Modernity and modernisation now seem murkier notions than they once were, as Frederick Cooper has detailed in a fine essay. Whether they are apt to Pincus’s purposes need not concern us here. What is clear, though, is that Pincus offers an essentially reifying account of revolution. His aim is to bring the English Revolution into – and use it to refine – the framework for the comparative study of modern social revolutions that has been developed over the last several decades by sociolo-

---


3 Pincus, 1688, 29, 36.

gists and political scientists. This approach implies a checklist of characteristics, preconditions, causes and effects against which complex historical changes can be categorised as meeting (or not) the criteria set by the definitions of «modern» and «revolution». It is objectivist rather than hermeneutic. It notably fails, however, to take account of the conceptual history of revolution: its nature as a historically constituted category of political understanding; its character as a constantly revised and improvised script for action rather than as a series of comparable, independent events. Ghonim’s 2.0, in contrast, returns us precisely to the question of the meanings invented and elaborated by historical actors as they embraced revolution as a project.

The argument of the present paper is that revolution was revolutionised in 1789, when the notion of revolution as fact gave way to the conception of revolution as an ongoing act. With this transformation, «revolution» assumed its modern political meaning, and the French Revolution became the script upon which all subsequent revolutionaries improvised. To state the case bluntly, there were no «revolutionaries» before revolution was revolutionised in the manner I propose to describe.

The pages that follow present a revised and expanded version of an essay on eighteenth-century meanings of the term «revolution» that appeared as a chapter in my *Inventing the French Revolution* in 1990. The development of digital databases and more powerful search software has made it possible (and necessary) to extend, and to some degree qualify, the analyses I offered initially. ARTL (French and American Research on the Treasury of the French Language) has enlarged its database and developed «PhiloLogic», a far more sophisticated software for analysis. For the research presented here, I have also been able to draw on the resources of EEBO (Early English Books Online) and especially EEBO-TCP (Early English Books Online Text Creation Partnership, still smaller than EEBO itself but more thoroughly searchable); ECCO (Eighteenth-Century Collections Online) and especially ECCO-TCP (the smaller but more thoroughly searchable version of ECCO available at ARTFL); and the Evans Early American Imprint Collection (with Evans TCP, its smaller but more thoroughly searchable version). Use of these databases has allowed me to refine my discussion of the meanings of «revolution» in eighteenth-century French works and to broaden the analysis to include contemporary publications in Britain and America.


6 It should be noted, though, that the origins of ARTFL in a project for a dictionary leaves the ARTFL database still skewed toward literary texts by recognisable authors. It does not yet include many of the writings on political and social matters, or the pamphlets and journals that would also interest historians in particular. ARTFL could be usefully supplemented by materials from the Goldsmiths-Kress Collection digitised in *The Making of the Modern World* database, but that collection does not yet provide for more advanced searches.
Much of the information offered here comes from collocation searches that show the relative frequencies of co-occurrences of terms at particular periods or in specific works. To the extent that the databases searched remain incomplete and search capabilities are still work in progress, the analysis is more suggestive than definitive. Collocation searches yield aggregate data that can miss the subtleties of individual works and arguments, though they can be supplemented (as they have been here) by closer attention to specific texts. They nonetheless provide some fascinating and revealing information, relating in this case to the conceptualisation of revolution in the century that separates the Glorious Revolution from the French Revolution.

1. Glorious Revolution

The Glorious Revolution of 1688 offers an instructive case for this research precisely because its participants and observers had no clear conceptualisation of «revolution» as a collective political act. «Revolution» did not define a practice or a goal, nor did it offer a source of authority or legitimation. «Revolution» as a script for action did not yet exist. This seems to be true even in the case of that great theorist of political resistance, John Locke. When Locke used the term in his *Second Treatise*, for example, he did so according to a common usage: in the plural and to describe intermittent periods of change and disorder. Pre-emptively answering the argument that «to lay the Foundation of Government in the unsteady Opinion, and uncertain Humour of the People, is to expose it to certain ruine; And no Government will be able long to subsist, if the people may set up a Legislative, whenever they take offence at the old one», Locke reasoned that the people were too set in their ways for this fear to become a reality:

> People are not so easily got out of their old Forms, as some are apt to suggest. They are hardly to be prevailed with to amend the acknowledg’d Faults, in the Frame they have been accustom’d to … This slowness and aversion in the People to quit their old Constitutions, has, in the many Revolutions which have been seen in this Kingdom, in this and former Ages, still kept us to, or, after some interval of fruitless attempts, still brought us back to our old Legislative of King, Lords and Commons.7

One can more readily grasp the logic of this passage by recalling that, even though it was published in 1690 and subsequently acclaimed as a justification of the Glorious Revolution, the *Second Discourse* was in all probability written during the Exclusion Crisis of 1679–81.8 At that time, Locke was implicated in the efforts of his patron, the Earl of Shaftesbury, to bar the openly Catholic heir, James Duke of York,

8 This date was established by Peter Laslett in his edition of J. Locke, *Two Treatises of Government*, Cambridge 1960.
younger brother of Charles II, from eventual succession to the throne. He was eager to reassure potential readers that pressing for such a change would not open the floodgates to political disorder. Accepting that the frame of government rested on the consent of the governed, he wanted to insist, did not make popular rebellion more likely than any other political doctrine. People suffering under their governments had sought throughout history to throw off their burden when the opportunity was offered by the «change, weakness, and accidents of humane affairs». Nonetheless, «such Revolutions happen not upon every little mismanagement in public affairs». Much could be borne by the people «without mutiny or murmur». This reasoning, of course, led to one of the most famous assertions of the Second Treatise, echoed later in the American Declaration of Independence. «But if a long train of Abuses, Prevarications, and Artifices, all tending the same way, make the design visible to the People, and they cannot but feel, what they lie under, and see, whither they are going; ’tis not to be wonder’d, that they should then rouze themselves, and endeavor to put the rule into such hands, which may secure to them the ends for which government was at first erected.»

These passages have often been used to make Locke appear as a theorist of revolution. Read closely, though, they seem to do less than that. Locke thought of revolutions as dramatic historical changes or as periods of disturbance and disorder. He thought that such ruptures could indeed «happen» in the realm of politics. He also thought that they could (albeit rarely) be brought about by political resistance or popular rebellion. Be that as it may, he saw political change, no matter how it was precipitated, as only an instance of a much broader category: that of revolutions in the general sense of those changes and disorders that occur in the course of human time. Such changes might result from political resistance or popular rebellion, Locke reasoned, but they were not necessarily defined in relation to them. Locke wanted to save the doctrine of resistance from being associated with the endless instability of constant «revolutions».

Locke's way of thinking here becomes more understandable in light of the evidence available from Early English Books Online (EEBO), the database of English books published between 1473 and 1700. The most searchable word index collection within that database contains 4258 occurrences of «revolution» among 1533 works published between 1640 and 1700. It also contains 2931 occurrences of «revolutions» among 1224 works published during the same period. As one would expect given the term's Latin etymology, occurrences of «revolution» in this database connoted any kind of rotation, e.g. the turning of wheels and circles, the rotation of heavenly bodies, of days, weeks or years, of times and epochs. By extension, these usages could also connote any significant turn in human affairs, whether slow

9 Ibid., §225. Here, as in subsequent quotations, any italics are to be found in the original.
10 Early Books Online Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP), Word Index (Phase I), available at <ets.umdl.umich.edu>.
or rapid, orderly or disorderly, favourable or unfavourable. Contemporary usage thus went far beyond the lagging and parsimonious definition of «revolution» in Edward Phillips, *The World of Words*, or *A General English Dictionary* (London, 1678): «A rowling back, the turning back of Celestial bodies to their first point, and finishing their circular course.» «Revolution» did not, *pace* Hannah Arendt, necessarily imply a return to an original state or position, as in the astronomical sense.\(^{11}\)

«Revolutions» could have a similarly broad range of connotations. But the plural usage was frequently negative, suggesting disruptions, upheavals and disorders, turns of fortune, vicissitudes of many kinds that could be brought about by the movement of time. In this aleatory sense, «revolutions» could be tellingly paired with «confusions», especially in the uncertain 1740s and 1750s. Anthony Ascham’s *A Discourse: Wherein is examined, What is particularly lawfull during the Confusions and Revolutions of Government* made interesting use of this term when it was published in 1748. His work asked, in effect, whether it was right to submit to whichever side exercised power during the vicissitudes of a civil war. It was republished in 1649 under a slightly different title, *Of the Confusions and Revolutions of Governments*. More remarkably, it reappeared forty years later as *A Seasonable Discourse, Wherein is examined What is Lawful during the Confusions and Revolutions of Government; Especially in the Case of a King deserting his Kingdoms: And how far a Man may lawfully conform to the Powers and Commands of those, who with Various Successes hold Kingdoms*. The 1689 title explicitly acknowledges the touchy question of the role of conquest, rather than consent, in settling the political confusions of 1688 and 1689.\(^ {12}\) Yet whoever modified the title apparently saw no need to recalibrate the text itself to a new situation. The work continued to advocate resignation rather than celebration. Revolution was not yet «glorious» in its pages.

The events of 1688 did soon become known as «the Glorious Revolution», but they were not the first to receive this designation. Ironically, an «ever-glorious and wonderful Revolution» had been celebrated in a sermon of 1676 that called upon the faithful to praise God, «with joyful, and thankful hearts», for the «happy Restoration» of Charles II.\(^ {13}\) The «secret passages and particularities» of this same «Glo-

\(^{11}\) Hannah Arendt famously argued that the astronomical meaning of «revolution» was the conventional one until the end of the eighteenth century. See Arendt, *On Revolution*, London 1963, 40.

\(^{12}\) The book by Charles Blount, *King William and Queen Mary, Conquerors, or, A Discourse endeavouring to prove that Their Majesties have on their side, against the Late King, the Principal Reasons that Make Conquest a Good Title* (1693) was quickly condemned as dangerous by the House of Commons. It was contrary to the officially adopted view that James II had abdicated the throne, which had then been freely offered by the Convention to William and Mary. Legitimating this change as the outcome of one conquest invited the possibility that it could be reversed by another (as the Jacobites later hoped). The aspect of the Glorious Revolution that was a Dutch invasion and conquest is highlighted by J. Israel, «The Dutch Role in the Glorious Revolution», in: idem, *The Anglo-Dutch Moment*, 105–62 and L. Jardine, *Going Dutch. How England Plundered Holland’s Glory*, New York 2008.

\(^{13}\) J. Dupont, *Three Sermons preached in St. Maries Church in Cambric, upon the three Anniversaries of the Martyrdom of Charles I. Jan 30, Birth and Re-
rious Revolution» had been further explained in a book by one John Price in 1680. Only after another remarkable turn of events in 1688 did the term realise its historical destiny. In 1690, as in previous years, a sermon was preached before the House of Commons on 5 November to commemorate the thwarting of the Gunpowder Plot in 1605. But William of Orange had cannily timed his 1688 landing in England to coincide with the anniversary of this earlier day of national deliverance from Catholicism. The 1690 sermon, accordingly, served a two-fold purpose: it offered an «...Anniversary Thanksgiving for the Happy Deliverance of King James the First, and Three Estates of the Realm, from the Gunpowder-treason: and also for the Happy Arrival of His Present Majesty on this day, for the Deliverance of our Church and Nation from Popery and Arbitrary Power.»

Delivered by Samuel Freeman who was, among other things, a chaplain to William and Mary, the new sovereigns, this sermon offers a notable early use of «Glorious Revolution» to characterise the events of 1688. It is also remarkable for the way it outlines what became the canonical view. It is therefore worth quoting at some length:

No less visible was the Sword of the Lord, than the Sword of Gideon, in our late happy Happy [sic] and Glorious Revolution; when we consider with what an invincible Spirit of Wisdom and Courage his Majesty undertook the Cause of our Country; what general Desires and Inclinations were on the sudden kindled in Mens Hearts towards Him, their Laws, and their Religion; What a burning Zeal and Vigour, what an universal Harmony of Affections, what a perfect agreement of Councils and Endeavours inflamed the Breasts of all Men; What a strange Folly and Infatuation blinded the Councils of our Enemies; what guilty Fears and Cowardise seiz’d their Spirits; How all was brought about by a dry Victory, without the expence of the Blood either of our Friends or Enemies; We must conclude, That God was with him of a truth, and that it was he that made it to prosper.
We know that the nature and outcome of the Dutch invasion of 1688 were still contested in 1690 and years following. Matters remained far from settled. Disagreement persisted as to whether James II had deserted or abdicated; whether he had been overthrown by the people for a breach of trust or contract; and whether William and Mary had come to the throne by invitation, by right of succession or merely by force of arms. Seen in this context, the rhetorical force of this characterisation of the «Glorious Revolution» is all the more powerful. The phrase served to portray a great shift in political fortune, but also one that was emphatically over. This «late» Revolution was a «revolution» without «confusion», a change that was held to be providential. It implied a bloodless transition ordered and stabilised by God rather than by the power of the sword. It asserted a change that was all the more decisive for being «happy» and «glorious». Those who celebrated the outcome of 1688 wanted the change it had brought to be big enough to stick and secure enough to end the instabilities and uncertainties that had threatened British political life for much of a century. The rhetoric of the «late, glorious Revolution» served this purpose. Singularised, capitalised and glorified, this revolution was not just one in an endless series of ruptures that time would bring. «The Glorious Revolution» meant an end to «revolutions and confusions». It signified closure. This way of celebrating it continued throughout the eighteenth century, passing eventually into historiographical convention.

If «The Glorious Revolution» marked English usage of the word «revolution», it still did not radically transform this usage. In the prevailing understanding, «revolutions» still occurred, they were not made. A «revolution» was still recalled, apprehended, experienced or anticipated as a fact rather than imagined, undertaken or projected as an act. Evidence drawn from ECCO (Eighteenth Century Collections Online) shows that this set of meanings remained common in English for much of the eighteenth century. Though it is not yet possible to search the terms that co-occur with «revolution» or «revolutions» throughout the entire ECCO database, a collocation analysis of this kind can be generated from a smaller but more thoroughly searchable sample in ECCO-TCP, available online at ARTFL (American and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language, a project of the University of Chicago). Figures 1a and 2a show «word clouds» illustrating co-occurrences with «revolution» from 1700–1785 (these dates were chosen, for reasons that will soon become clear, to avoid the semantic effects of the French Revolution); figures 1b and 2b show tables of the ten most frequent co-occurrences with «revolutions» during the same period. In the most common usages of the singular «revolution»

17 http://artfl-project.uchicago.edu/content/ecco-tcp
18 Note that collocation analyses typically begin by eliminating approximately one hundred of the most frequently used words in the language (e.g. «the», «and», «of»).

In this semantic field, then, revolution was a fact but not yet a collective act; there were revolutions but no revolutionaries. Search of the ECCO database uncovers no usage of «revolutionary» as a descriptor of political action in English before the 1790s, when the term first begins to show up in translations from French and then more generally in reference to French developments. Before this, «revolutionary» was most frequently used in English to refer to a cyclical motion of some kind (e.g. «the sublime revolutionary scheme of heaven», 1777), occasionally to a changeable person or thing, and a couple of times to the principles of the constitutional settlement of 1689. Strikingly, the American rebels do not appear in this database as «revolutionaries». Nor are they described as such in the works found in the database of Early American Imprints. No occurrence of the term «revolutionary» shows up between 1770 and 1790 in Evans TCP, the more searchable (though significantly smaller) version of the Evans Early American Imprint Collection. (There is, though, a lone instance of «revolutional».)

If there appear to be no «revolutionaries» in English before the 1790s, however, there were «revolutionists». This designation was first used in the early decades of the eighteenth century – not to describe the political actors who had brought about the Glorious Revolution, but to characterise those who subsequently upheld its principles against the Jacobite backlash. In essence, these early «revolutionists» wanted the Revolution to remain closed; they defended the Glorious Revolution as an accomplished fact against those «anti-revolutionists» (the Jacobites) who would re-open or overthrow it, or against those radicals who would place it at risk by pushing for extreme measures in its support. The term still connoted commitment to the principles of 1688 when it was taken up by Wilkes and his supporters in the 1760s. But it was also beginning to convey something more than resolute acceptance and support of those principles. Tindal’s continuation of Rapin’s History of England (1758) spoke of «revolutionists and compliers», using the former term to

19 http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/evans/
20 See, for example, A Letter concerning the Union, with Sir George Mackenzie’s Observations and Sir John Nisbet’s Opinion upon the same Subject, [Edinburgh?] 1706, 20 («all honest Revolutionists must be against them [the Jacobites]»); C. Place, The True English Revolutionist, or The Happy Turn Rightly Taken, London 1710; The Revolution and Anti-Revolution Principles Stated and Compar’d, the Constitution Explain’d and Vindicated, And the Justice and Necessity of Excluding the Pretender... By the Author of the Two Dissuassives against Jacobitism, London 1714, 14. 27–28 («Revolutionists» vs. «Anti-Revolutionists»); A Vindication of the Honour and Justice of His Majesty’s Government. Being some Remarks upon Two Treasonable Papers ... Wherein is discover’d the present Endeavours of the Jacobites, to create fresh Disturbances, and raise a new Rebellion, London 1717, 43.
describe those who had actively broken their allegiance to James II and the latter to characterise those who had merely acquiesced in the change of government.\textsuperscript{21} John Lindsay’s \textit{Brief History of England, both in Church and State} (1763) seemed to generalise this implication of action in the meaning of «revolutionist» (in this case, severing the term’s particular connection to the Glorious Revolution) by finding «revolutionists» (and their «revolution principles») engaged in the conflicts of the Wars of the Roses.\textsuperscript{22} In a Wilkesite publication of 1766, «A Revolutionist» declared the Glorious Revolution still unfinished: «Let us make perfect in the year 1764 a work so well planned and so gloriously begun», he reiterated, citing an earlier publication. «The way is still open, if we are not too degenerate, and if every principle of public spirit, and attachment to our country, is not \textit{totally} dead or corrupted in us.» The author of another Wilkesite tract in 1769, also dubbing himself «A Revolutionist», similarly declared the renewal of the struggle between liberty and slavery.\textsuperscript{23}

Catharine Macaulay’s response in 1770 to Burke’s \textit{Thoughts on the Present Discontents} seemed to move even further toward activating the notion of the revolutionist. Macaulay judged harshly «the wicked system of policy set on foot by the leaders of the Revolutionists in the reign of king William» which «rendered the crown strong enough to set all parties at defiance».\textsuperscript{24} A similar critique found expression in a tract against the law of libel in 1777: «Would to God the eyes of our ancestors had been wide open to the consequence of what the Revolutionists did not correct! For by leaving those leak holes in the state vessel unrepaired ... the steersmen have driven her on rocks and quicksands for pretended safety, till liberty is so circumscribed and fenced in, that she has almost lost her virtue.»\textsuperscript{25} Damned here for doing too little, the «revolutionists» of 1688 were damned elsewhere for doing too much. Far from leaving the executive too much power, a ministerial publication charged in 1783, they had «run into the other extreme, and pared the prerogative to the quick».\textsuperscript{26} By that same year, Macaulay was using «revolutionist» to describe the incipient Whigs who had attempted to exclude the future James II from the throne in 1780–1781 as.

\begin{enumerate}
\item N. Tindal, \textit{The Continuation of Mr. Rapin’s History of England, from the Revolution to the Present Times}, vol. 7, London 1758, 35.
\item J. Lindsay, \textit{A Brief History of England, both in Church and State}, London 1758, 98–99. The term was similarly activated by the author of a \textit{History of the British Dominions in North America}, London 1773, 265, describing «those old Spanish revolutionists ... detected in their design.»
\item A Collection of the most Interesting Political Letters which appeared in the Public Papers, from the Autumn Negotiation in 1765, to the Change of the Administration in 1766. Together with Several Pieces of Wit and Humour, Letters, Cards, &c. by Mr. Wilkes, and other Gentlemen, London 1766, 96; \textit{Critical Memoirs of the Times, containing a Summary View of the Popular Pursuits, Political Debates, and Literary Productions of the Present Age}, London 1769, 116.
\item C. Macaulay, \textit{Observations on a Pamphlet, entitled Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents}, London 1770, 12.
\item An Interesting Address to the Independent Part of the People of England, on Libels, and the Unconstitutional Mode of Prosecution by Information Ex Officio, practiced by the Attorney General. With a View of the Case of John Horne, Esq., London 1777, 62.
\item N. Buckington, \textit{Serious Considerations on the Political Conduct of Lord North, since his first Entry into the Ministry; with a Deduction of Positive Facts}, London 1783, 12.
\end{enumerate}
well as those (some of them «hot-headed revolutionists») who had replaced James II with William of Orange in 1688.27

Usage from the 1770s and 1780s does then suggest a tendency toward activating the meaning of «revolutionist» to describe those implementing or pressing for political change. And it is tempting to think that this tendency might be linked to the events unfolding in America during these decades. There seems to be no direct semantic link, however. Early American Imprints TCP offers only two uses of «revolutionist» in America before 1790, both simply referring to persons who held true to the principles of the Glorious Revolution. In fact, well into the 1770s, Americans on either side of their political conflict continued, along with their English cousins, to appeal to «The Revolution» – by which they meant the constitutional settlement of 1688 – to justify their position. Only gradually did loyalists begin to denounce their opponents for «proposing» or «projecting» a new revolution, or as being determined to persist «'till a complete political revolution is effected».28 In rebuttal, there was talk of the need for «another glorious and necessary revolution».29

There also came a bold effort to rewrite Locke, and to radicalise the meaning of the Glorious Revolution, in An Essay upon Government. Adopted by the Americans: Wherein, the Lawfulness of Revolutions, are demonstrated in a Chain of Consequences from the Fundamental, Principles of Society. This pamphlet is particularly intriguing in the way it purports to be a contemporary justification of the Revolution of 1688 that «gives us a Right Notion of Revolutions in Government, ... shews us how far Revolutions may be Lawful, [and] teaches us how they are to be regularly managed».30 In effect, it appears closer than any other to redefining «revolution» as an action (an act of legitimate resistance) rather than an outcome. Nonetheless, this semantic opening was quickly closed; revolution soon became again a fait accompli, a fact rather than a project. By September 1776, American Independence Vindicated, a sermon explaining the Declaration of Independence, was able to announce that «since this mighty revolution has taken place in America, there must of necessity be a change in our modes of government».31 Within a year, The Genuine


28 T. Bradbury Chandler, A Friendly Address to all Reasonable Americans, on the Subject of our Political Confusions: in which the Necessary Consequences of violently opposing the King's troops, and of a General Non-Importation are fairly stated, Boston 1774; New York 1774, 50 («the projected revolution»), 52 («the aim of the revolution they propose»); What think ye of the Congress now? Or, An Inquiry, how far Americans are bound to abide by and execute the decisions of, the late Congress?, New York 1775, 31 («till' a complete political revolution is effected»), 37.


30 An Essay upon Government. Adopted by the Americans: Wherein, the Lawfulness of Revolutions, are demonstrated in a Chain of Consequences from the Fundamental, Principles of Society, Philadelphia 1775, 113.

Principles of the Ancient Saxon or English Constitution could speak of the «events which have given birth to this mighty revolution»; and Benjamin Rush, in his Observations upon the Present Government of Pennsylvania, could remark on «the suddenness of the late revolution». By 1778, An Oration on the Advantages of American Independence would contemplate the «fruits of our glorious revolution»; and Paine, in The American Crisis, no. V, could celebrate «the most virtuous and illustrious revolution that ever graced the history of mankind». In America, «The Revolution» now no longer referred to that other change of affairs that had occurred in 1688. It meant the «American Revolution», the political transformation explained to the world by Congress in its Observations on the American Revolution (1779). It meant the great change celebrated in 1782 in A Memorial of Lexington Battle, and of Some Signal Interpositions of Providence in the American Revolution as «the glorious American Revolution which, in the course of nature, and by the will of Heaven, has opened in our day».

It is a remarkable aspect of the American Revolution that the term «revolution» used in early American imprints went so rapidly from connoting a change that was anticipated to one that had already occurred. Semantically, it was «the late Revolution» almost as soon as it was «the present Revolution». In this, it remained very similar to the Glorious Revolution of 1688. Revolution continued to connote dramatic change, but change as an effect far more than change as a process, change as an established fact far more than change as a continuing collective act. Only with the French Revolution was «revolution» transformed into an ongoing struggle, a space of action expanding toward an indefinite political horizon, and a moment of rupture extended and energised by the urgency of a new conception of time.

2. Rethinking Revolution

In French as in English, at least from the mid-seventeenth century onwards, «révolution» was commonly invoked to refer to vicissitudes of fortune, mutations in human affairs and instabilities and disorders within the flow of human time. The


34 Observations on the American Revolution, published according to a Resolution of Congress, by their Committee. For the consideration of those who are desirous of comparing the conduct of the opposed parties, and the several consequences which have flowed from it, Philadelphia 1779.

presence of this usage, alongside the astronomical metaphor, is abundantly clear in the French dictionaries of the period. From 1680 on, Pierre Richelet's dictionary gave the definition: «Revolution. Trouble, disorder and change», omitting the astronomical definition completely. Antoine Furetière supplemented the astronomical definition by adding «revolution», also used of extraordinary changes that occur in the world». The 1694 dictionary of the French Academy followed suit with revolution defined as «vicissitude, great change in fortune, in the things of this world», suggesting «great, prompt, sudden, unexpected, strange, marvellous, astonishing» as appropriate adjectives. Some twenty years later, in 1717, the Academy gave a more specifically political dimension to its definition, adding «change which occurs in public affairs, in the things of this world». This specification of the term was carried further by the Encyclopédie of Diderot and d'Alembert: «Revolution ... in political terms, signifies a considerable change in the government of a state.» In the meantime, the Jesuits' deeply conservative Dictionnaire de Trévoux continued to emphasize the negative connotations of the term by recording its meaning as «extraordinary changes that occur in the world: disgraces, misfortunes, collapses».36

This same pattern of meanings is echoed in collocation analyses generated by the ARTFL database. The word used most frequently to characterise «révolution» between 1650 and 1787 was «great». Next came «happy», though it should be noted that almost all of these occurrences appeared after 1750 and referred to psychological rather than political changes.37 Other favoured terms were «sudden (subite)», «new», «strange», «general», «sudden (soudaine)» and «last» (see Figures 3a and 3b). This pattern was largely repeated (though without «happy») in occurrences of «révolutions», which were «great» most often but also commonly «different», «occurred», «frequent», «sudden», «terrible», «new», «diverse» and «continual» (see Figures 4a and 4b). Whether plural or singular, «révolution» in the prevailing eighteenth-century sense was an ex post facto category of historical understanding. It was the name for something that happened, often abruptly and without the conscious choice of human actors. It was not a script for political or social action. Revolutions occurred, they could perhaps even be anticipated, but they were viewed from the outside rather than the inside, observed as a past or experienced passively as a present. This connotation of the term gave rise to an entire genre of eighteenth-century political writing, as Jean-Marie Goulemot has shown. Elaborated under ti-

---


37 See below, however, for some uses of «happy» to describe revolutions in politics and government that do not appear in the ARTFL database.
tles offering the «Histoire des révolutions...» of various countries, these works described the political vicissitudes afflicting many states and nations, thus offering a clear contrast to the continuity and order to which French absolutism aspired. Even as late as 1798, the dictionary of the French Academy harked back to this tradition by observing that «one says, the Roman revolutions, the revolutions of Sweden, the revolutions of England for the memorable and violent changes which have agitated these countries».39

Much changed after 1789, however, as the moment of revolution was expanded and extended from within to create a domain of lived experience with its own dynamic and its own chronology. No longer viewed solely from without or through the lens of historical hindsight, revolution emerged as an immediate present in a frame of action opening up to the future. «Revolution» became the name for a collective political act ushering in the birth of a new world. It is difficult not to see the role of the Enlightenment in creating conditions of possibility for this shift. If we look at uses of «révolution» throughout the Encyclopédie of Diderot and d’Alembert, we see – here as in other respects – the heavy weight of the past. In general, the semantic field of «révolution» in the Encyclopédie does not differ significantly from that in the ARTFL database. D’Alembert himself resorted to a conventional use of the word in expressing his hope that the Encyclopédie would grow into a kind of sanctuary that would safeguard human knowledge from the ravages of «time and revolutions». But he also celebrated the Renaissance in terms that gave «revolution» a more favourable gloss: «To escape barbarism, the human race needed one of those revolutions that give the universe a different face.»40 Diderot’s article describing the nature and purposes of the Encyclopédie hints further at a change that might be underway.

In this article defining the work’s entire philosophical project, the Encyclopédie looks forward to its own obsolescence as a consequence of «the revolution that will occur in the minds of men and the national character» as reason advances. Knowledge is not infinite, Diderot acknowledges. Indeed, it is a cardinal argument of his definition of the Encyclopédie that human knowledge is inherently limited, restricted to what human beings can infer from their own sensations and ideas and always destined to fall far short of that God’s eye view from which the universe would be one great truth and one great fact. Precisely because knowledge is limited, however, it can and must progress. For this reason, Diderot maintained, «revolutions are necessary; there have always been revolutions, and there always will be».41


this philosophical perspective, revolutions cease to be mere vicissitudes. They provide the mechanism of change for the indefinite transformation of knowledge, and thereby of society.

Diderot’s definition of the *Encyclopédie* points to a revalorisation of change and of «revolution» as its manifestation, that lay at the heart of the Enlightenment. Proponents of absolute monarchy and classical republicanism shared a common conviction that disorder and vicissitude (the natural state of human existence, deriving from the unstable play of the passions) were a dangerous state to be contained only by the imposition of order – either through the authority of an absolute monarch or by the inculcation of that civic virtue by which individual interests were artificially identified with the common good. Enlightenment thinkers, by contrast, began to offer a competing vision of human existence as grounded in the order of society – an order now increasingly imagined as at once the creation and the frame of human activity, as an autonomous entity endowed with a mechanism producing stability through the very process of constant transformation.

Understood in this way, society had to have a history and a logic far different from the endless vicissitudes of historical time that were implied in the conventional use of the term «revolution». Against the traditional notion of a succession of revolutions introducing abrupt changes or political disruptions that were usually negative in their effects, Enlightenment philosophy set a view of other revolutions taking form as longer-term social and cultural transformations at once more profound and more beneficent. Moreover, to the extent that Enlightenment historiography took as its object world history – the history of human civilization as a whole – the revolutions it identified as dynamic processes of transformation had universal implications. They were not merely local events, but phenomena of world-historical significance. Fundamental to human progress, they were «wheels in the machine of the universe», to quote Voltaire’s remarkable phrase.42 The philosophical manifesto Condorcet offered the Académie française in his reception speech of 1782 assured its listeners (and subsequent readers) that they could «expect everything from time, the infallible effect of which is to bring happy revolutions and great discoveries». A manuscript note prepared for a revised edition of this speech set this view of social change against the (classical republican) notion «that the human race can only hope to achieve happiness by violent revolution in a country where it is oppressed, that societies tend to corruption unless legislation gives men that restless love of liberty which excites factionalism and quarrels and divides them into mutually suspicious parties, and that a peace which is not a shameful servitude, a true political death, can only subsist as the result of equilibrium between contrary efforts, each tending to break it». The first conception of revolution, Condorcet insisted, would lead to

progress through the indefinite advance of enlightenment; the second would result in »disorder or general discouragement«.43

Thus, in the idiom of Enlightenment, «revolutions» as the disorder of events in the flow of human time and an expression of the instability of all things human began to give way to «revolutions» as expressions of the dynamic transformational process advancing the progress of the human mind. The philosophes not only expanded the concept of revolution so that it had universal significance; they also began to shift the chronological connotations of the term. When viewed as an extended process, revolution constituted a domain of lived experience and offered a new horizon of expectation. «Everything I see is sowing the seeds of a revolution that is bound to occur and that I shall not have the pleasure to witness…», Voltaire rejoiced in 1764. «Enlightenment is gradually being spread to such a point that at the first chance there will be a great outburst, and then there will be a fine to-do. Our young people are very fortunate, they will see great things.»44 In this sense, Enlightenment itself was understood as a profound revolution already underway, a process of cultural transformation that was reorienting expectations toward the future.45

Seen in this light, events in France began to take on a new colouring. «The revolution is being prepared, the happy epoch is already being announced when the august monarch who governs France is going to recognise all his subjects as his children», proclaimed the Huguenot leader Rabaut Saint-Etienne in 1779 as he contemplated the possibility of a reform that would grant civil rights to Protestants.46 When, a decade later, Jacques Peuchet, the editor of the section of the Encyclopédie méthodique devoted to local government declared that «the good old times is a chimera and the rallying cry for ignorance and imbecility», he expressed a mood that had become increasingly pervasive in the last years of an enlightened, reforming monarchy. This period saw a cascade of proposals for legal, fiscal and constitutional reforms. Each was celebrated as offering another «happy revolution». Discussing the provincial assemblies introduced in France by Loménie de Brienne in 1787, Peuchet characterised this change as the fruit of the intellectual progress that had brought Europe to its «present state of civility and enlightenment».47 His work epit-
omised the belief in human progress as a succession of beneficent revolutions in
the human mind culminating in the universal transformation of civil society. The
mood of the cahiers de doléances submitted to Louis XVI by his subjects in 1789 is
also revealing here. «Heureuse» was by far the most frequent term to qualify «révolu-
tion» in these documents (see Figure 7).

In Enlightenment discourse, then, the notion of «revolution» was universalised and
reoriented from past to future, taking on an entirely new set of meanings as it came
to designate a process of transformation within modern society. It goes without say-
ing, though, that the Enlightenment conception of society had its eighteenth-cen-
tury critics. Nor is it surprising that in indicting society these critics also gave «revo-
lution» a rather different valence.

The tone was set by Rousseau, that great Enlightenment heretic, in a celebrated
passage of Emile:

You trust in the present order of society without imagining that this order is subject
to inevitable revolutions, and that it is impossible for you to foresee or prevent the
one that can affect your children. The great become small, the rich become poor,
the monarch becomes subject: are the blows of fortune so rare that you can count
yourself as exempt from them? We are approaching the state of crisis and the century
of revolutions? Who can tell you what you will become then? All that men have made,
men can destroy.48

Rousseau is clearly drawing here upon the conventional meaning of revolution
implying vicissitude and change, the inevitable play of fortune in all human af-
fairs. But he also points to a link between «revolution» and «crisis» that is worth
emphasising, especially in relation to the classical republicanism that informed so
much of his thinking. In the language of classical republicanism, civic virtue – the
active commitment of citizens to the common interest over their own particular
interests – is neither natural nor rational: it is a passion produced and maintained
only by a political order founded on liberty and good laws. It depends, furthermore,
upon the constant suppression of the contrary passion, which would place individ-
ual interests above the common good. It follows that the central problem of classical
republicanism is that of sustaining civic virtue and with it the life of the political
body over time. Hence the centrality in this idiom of organic metaphors: images of
vigour and weakness, health and sickness, life and death. Hence the metaphor of
crisis: the moment in which the very existence of the body politic hangs in the bal-
ance, in which either its health and vigour will be recovered or it will fall into an
irreversible, fatal sickness. As classical republicanism increasingly assumed the

48 J.-J. Rousseau, Emile, ou De l’éducation, in Oeuvres complètes, ed. by B. Gagnebin / M. Raymond,
form of a critique of the growth of modern commercial society, the notion of crisis was expanded to describe the effects of the destructive forces within such society. In this case, wealth and luxury fed despotism which, in turn, was sustained by courts, ministers and standing armies.49

Thus there was a new prophetic tone in Rousseau’s warning. Revolution as extended crisis – a «century of revolutions» – here became the obverse of the philosophers’ conception of revolution as protracted transformational process. This prognosis was taken up nowhere more vociferously than in Linguet’s Annales politiques, perhaps the most compelling French-language journal of the entire pre-revolutionary period. Linguet’s vision of the «singular revolution threatening Europe» turned the Enlightenment theory of the progress of civil society on its head. While others were celebrating the emergence of modern commercial society from the collapse of feudalism, he lamented its exploitation and impoverishment of the masses. He saw only two possibilities. Either the oppressed, held in check by military force, would waste away in silent misery and European prosperity would be destroyed through inanition. Or the masses would find «some new Spartacus, emboldened by despair, enlightened by necessity, calling his comrades in misery to a true liberty through the destruction of the murderous and deceitful laws that make it misunderstood».50

The idea of a new Spartacus was scarcely a new thought. In its 1774 version, Raynal’s Histoire philosophique et politique des établissements et du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes had appealed to the world’s sovereigns to abolish African enslavement in the New World while also pointing to an alternative scenario: the nightmare of massive slave revolt. The creation of runaway slave colonies and other forms of resistance were already offering «so many indications of the impending storm», readers of the Histoire philosophique et politique were told. The enslaved lacked only «a leader, sufficiently courageous, to lead them to vengeance and slaughter».

Where is he, this great man whom nature perhaps owes to the honour of the human species? Where is he, this new Spartacus who will not find a Crassus? Then will the black code be no more; and how frightful will be the white code if the conqueror only considers the rights of reprisal. Until this revolution takes place the negroes groan under the yoke of their labor, the description of which cannot but interest us more and more in their fate.51

49 For the classic historical discussion of these themes, see J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment, Princeton/NJ 1975.
The language used here was alarming enough. But a few years later, in the 1780 revision of the *Histoire philosophique et politique*, the warning of impending insurrection had become sharper and even more terrifying. The passage in its revised form demands full quotation, even at the risk of some repetition.

Where is he, this great man whom nature owes its afflicted, oppressed, tormented children? Where is he? He will appear without a doubt, he will reveal himself, he will raise the sacred standard of liberty. This venerable signal will gather around him the companions of his misfortune. More violent than a torrent, they will leave everywhere behind them indelible traces of their righteous resentment. Spaniards, Portuguese, English, French, Dutch, all their tyrants will fall victim to fire and sword. The plains of America will drink in exaltation the blood they have long awaited, and the bones of so many wretches, heaped together for three centuries, will leap for joy. The Old World will join in applause with the New. The name of the hero who has restored the rights of humanity will everywhere be blessed; everywhere monuments will be raised to his glory. Then will the *black code* be no more; and how frightful will be the *white code* if the conqueror considers only the right of reprisal. Until this revolution takes place the negroes groan under the yoke of their labour, the description of which cannot but interest us more and more in their fate.

What then does «revolution» now mean for Raynal and his collaborators? Has it become synonymous with insurrection – a violent collective act in and of itself – or does it still refer to the de facto radical change that will result once an insurrection has occurred? Is «revolution» now a process rather than an event? Is it now an action or an outcome? To answer these questions, and for further evidence of the meanings of «revolution» on the eve of the French Revolution, we might look at the term’s broader presence in the *Histoire philosophique et politique*. This work was, after all, the most dramatic publishing phenomenon of the 1770s and 1780s. Bursting onto the scene in a series of increasingly radical versions, it proliferated by means of a host of editions, re-editions, supplements, selections and extracts and was rapidly translated into many languages. As official condemnations provided additional publicity, and rival publishers competed to satisfy the public’s voracious demand, its various manifestations fed a market that was almost impossible to satiate. Conceived and supervised by Raynal but shaped over the years by a number of collaborators, most notably Diderot, this work both defined and exemplified a shifting political horizon. The book’s popularity makes it an obvious choice to explore further the meanings of the term «revolution» during these last decades of the Old Regime.

52 *Histoire philosophique et politique* ..., 10 vols, Geneva Pellet 1781, vol. 6, 139.  
53 For the most useful general introduction to the history, bibliographical complications and re-
Searching for the term «révolution» in the initial version of the Histoire philosophique et politique published in 1770 reveals a conventional usage describing many different kinds of changes, shifts in fortune, unanticipated events, and transformational processes. Significantly, the most common (and the only really strong) co-occurrence of the term in the plural is with «frequent» (See Figures 5a and 5b; but note that only vols. 1 and 6 of the 1770 edition are available in ARTFL for this collocation analysis). The Histoire philosophique et politique teems with revolutions discovering ever more of them as its successive editions grow in length. It cites revolutions present and revolutions past, accidental revolutions, necessary revolutions, happy revolutions, disastrous revolutions, revolutions to be anticipated, revolutions to be hastened and revolutions to be feared. At the same time, the use of «révolution» in the singular points to the importance of the term in also characterising broad transformational processes: revolution in commerce, in manners, in thought (Figures 6a and 6b). Indeed, as its opening sentences suggest, the Histoire philosophique et politique can be seen as structured precisely around the question of the relationship between these two notions of revolution: revolution qua vicissitude and revolution qua long-term transformation.

The book opens, in each of its various editions, by positing the global transformation that has resulted from the European discovery of the East and West Indies:

There has been no event as significant for humankind in general and for the peoples of Europe in particular than the discovery of the new world and the passage to the Indies around the Cape of Good Hope. Thus began a revolution in commerce, in the power of nations, in the manners, industry and government of all peoples. At this moment individuals in the most distant countries became necessary one to another; the products of equatorial climates are consumed in those close to the pole; the industry of the north is transported to the south; oriental fabrics clothe the west, and people everywhere share their opinions, their practices, their remedies, their virtues and their vices.

Is this transformation stable? Will it, can it, be beneficial? Its inscription as a «revolution» on the book’s very first page conjures up the spectre of «revolutions» in general, revolutions as nothing more than endless, meaningless variations.

Everything has changed and must change again. But have revolutions past been – and can those that must follow be – useful to human nature? Will humanity owe them one day more tranquility, virtue and pleasure? Can they make its state better, or will they merely change it?54

54 Ibid., 23.
The *Histoire philosophique et politique* thus portrays a transformation of the modern world that hinges on Europe’s accidental discovery of new lands beyond the seas. It offers a history of the present and the present as history. It looks to the past to grasp the present and to the present to imagine the possibilities of the future. It is a world history, not only in its vision of social processes of globalisation integrating the fortunes of far-flung peoples but also in its universal perspective. As a «philosophical history», it is a history of humanity, the work of the philosopher who has freed himself of his personal concerns and attributes and elevated his mind’s eye to judge human affairs from «above the atmosphere»(the point once occupied by the deity). But it is also a political history, a story of a world in constant flux, of change and contingency, action and interaction, vulnerability and opportunity, shifting fortunes and strategic calculations. It offers an unfolding narrative of states and peoples, of global competition, of liberty and oppression, of rights achieved and rights denied.

In this history written *sub specie humanitatis*, contemporaneity, immediacy and universality intersect at the point where humankind’s shameful past meets its still uncertain future. And as the work is extended in successive versions, it gives its readers (almost as if in a newsreel) what is perhaps the most widely influential early account of the American Revolution. Added first to the 1780 version of the *Histoire philosophique et politique*, this account appeared separately and sold widely as the *Révolution de l’Amérique* from 1781. Editions and translations into English and other languages rapidly followed.

The *Révolution de l’Amérique* is remarkable in the way that it depicts its subject as a collective act in an immediate present. It opens with a characterisation of Britain as in «a moment of crisis», exhausted by long and bloody war, over-extended abroad as a result of new territorial acquisitions and crushed at home by unprecedented taxes. Given these circumstances, the metropole had no choice but to call upon the help of its colonies. But its leaders did so tyrannically, disregarding customary practice and the colonists’ constitutional inheritance as Englishmen: the principle of consent to taxation, that right «which should belong to all peoples, since it is founded on the eternal code of reason». Losing sight of the delicate art of maintaining authority, the British created a situation that could only put at risk the legitimacy of their power. Raynal’s succinct summary of the conditions of successful rule is quite candid:

55 Ibid., 24.
56 *Révolution de l’Amérique* par M. l’abbé Raynal, Auteur de l’Histoire philosophique et politique des établissements et du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes, London chez Lockyer David, Holborn 1781, 3. Translations from the French are my own, though I have also consulted the simultaneous English translation brought out under the same imprint.
57 Ibid., 9.
Never forget that the lever of power has no other fulcrum than opinion; that the force of those who govern is really only the force of those who let themselves be governed. Never prompt peoples distracted by their labour, or asleep in their chains, to open their eyes to truths too frightful for you. When they obey don’t let them remember they have the right to command. Once this moment of terrible awakening arrives; once they think they are not made for their rulers but their rulers are made for them; once they have been able to gather together, to communicate, and to pronounce with one voice that *We do not want this law, this practice displeases us*, there is no middle ground. You will be constrained, by an unavoidable alternative, either to yield or to punish, to be weak or tyrannical; and your authority, henceforth detested or despised whatever action it takes, will have no choice but the open insolence of the people, or their hidden hate.\(^{58}\)

This is the perspective from which the *Révolution de l’Amérique* traces the escalation of the conflict in North America as increasingly despotic measures by the British crown and parliament incite the growing determination of the colonists to resist. As news of the closing of Boston Harbor circulates throughout the colonies in 1774, «dispositions to a general insurrection grow.... Soon the disquietude communicates itself from house to house. The inhabitants assemble and converse in public places. Writings full of eloquence and vigor are published everywhere.» The moment of decision has arrived. The colonies, these publications announce, «have now nothing left them but to choose between fire and sword, the horrors of death or the yoke of passive, slavish obedience. Behold the time of an important revolution has finally arrived, the outcome (*événement*) of which, happy or disastrous, will fix for ever the regret or admiration of posterity.» Readiness for resistance is now the watchword, but the step from general outrage to concerted action remains critical:

The important object, the difficult thing, in the midst of a general tumult, was to introduce calm that would allow the formation of a union of wills giving resolutions dignity, force, and consistency. This is the concert that, from a multitude of scattered parts easy to break, composes a whole not to be brought down unless it be divided by force or policy.

With the creation of the Continental Congress «the ferment of animosity increases. All hope of reconciliation vanishes. The two sides sharpen their blades.... The combustibles are gathered; the conflagration is about to blaze.»\(^{59}\)

From this introduction, the *Révolution de l’Amérique* launches into a narrative of the conflict between Britain and its colonists that extends from the formation of the Continental Congress to the American achievement of independence, liberty and constitutional government. Much more is worthy of discussion in this book than

\(^{58}\) Ibid, 7–8.

\(^{59}\) Ibid., 25.
can be treated in the present context, but the essential point is that the *Révolution de l'Amérique* brings readers into an unfolding present playing out within the dramatic framework of collective political action and decision-making. Readers follow the arguments of pre-revolutionary pamphlets. They are taken into the House of Commons to hear speeches for and against taking severe action against the American rebels (there are shades here of the speeches Thucydides composed to dramatise the debate over the fate of Corcyra at the hands of the Athenians). They are taught (in language that Thomas Paine later denounced as plagiarism) the cardinal distinction between society (born of men's needs and «always good») and government (born of men's vices and «only too often bad»). They are treated to lengthy paraphrases of *Common Sense* as it radicalises the meaning of the conflict («The tribunal of war is from now on the only tribunal that exists for us»). They follow the writing of the Declaration of Independence, the creation of a constitution and the vicissitudes of war. They ponder the future of the new state as the book urges it to avoid luxury, corruption, inequality, the spirit of conquest and intolerance and to «let liberty be an unshakeable basis of your constitutions».

In all of this, «revolution» as an event becomes «revolution» imagined, enacted and narrated as a dynamic process. The success of Washington's army in driving the English back toward Boston in March 1776 becomes «the first step of English America toward the revolution». In response, the English comprehend that «to snuff out revolutions, there is an initial moment that has to be seized». Paine’s *Common Sense* announces that «one day has given birth to a revolution. One day has transported us into a new century»; that America is blessed because of its lack of a nobility for which, «in times of revolutions and crisis, the people is only an instrument»; that «souls expand in revolutions, that heroes emerge and assume their place». As independence is declared with an eloquence worthy of the great days of Greece and Rome and an initial constitution is formed, readers are reminded that «in these moments of revolution the public will cannot be too well known, too literally pronounced». They are later asked whether enough has been done to «consolidate (affermir) the revolution», and to allow the French the pride of «sharing with an ally the honor of this important revolution». As despots, too, are readers, they are also instructed that nothing privileges tyranny over liberty. «These great revolutions of liberty are lessons for despots. They warn them not to count on the too-long patience of peoples or on an eternal impunity.»

---
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63 Ibid., 28, 61, 66, 72, 82, 126, 129, 144.
In this narrative of the American Revolution, a space is opened for imaginative investment in collective action. «Thus when society and the laws take vengeance against the crimes of individuals the man of good will hopes that punishment of the guilty can prevent new crimes. Terror sometimes takes the place of justice for the brigand or conscience for the assassin. This is the source of the keen interest that all wars for liberty awaken in us. This has been the interest the Americans have inspired. Our imaginations have been inflamed for them. We associate ourselves with their victories and their defeats.»\textsuperscript{64} Readers of the Révolution de l’Amérique are thus invited to contemplate revolution as an act – they are urged to embrace its promise on behalf all humankind.

3. Revolution Revolutionised

The empirical evidence discussed in the previous section leads to several conclusions regarding the notion of revolution in France in the century prior to 1789. First, in the French database, as in the English one, «revolution» is shown to have retained a broad range of meanings while remaining largely an ex post facto category, the expression of the instabilities of human existence and the vicissitudes brought on by time. Revolution was a fact rather than an act: an event that occurred or could be anticipated, a change in public life that could be celebrated or decried, not a collective political process demanding engagement. Revolutions happened, they were not made; they prompted anxiety rather than hope. They were better celebrated than anticipated.

Second, there were signs, nonetheless, that «revolution» was being revalorised within Enlightenment thinking. Revolutions in knowledge could be seen as contributing to the general advance of the human understanding; revolutions in society could be welcomed as beneficial transformations of the conditions of human existence; and political changes could be demanded or anticipated as «happy revolutions».

Third, as expectations of social progress increased and expanded, so did countervailing fears of cataclysmic social collapse. The spectre of revolution as political crisis and social apocalypse, the inevitable explosion resulting from modern society’s accelerating evils, was the dark side of eighteenth-century social thought. Raynal’s Histoire philosophique et politique is particularly striking in the way it fostered both understandings of revolution – progressive or cataclysmic – and thereby sustained a profound tension between hopes for social transformation and warnings of impending disaster.

Fourth, the Histoire philosophique et politique is also particularly striking in the conceptualisation of the American Revolution it offered the many readers of its

\textsuperscript{64} Ibid., 145–146.
expanded final version. That work and its spin-off, the Révolution de l’Amérique, clearly reimagine revolution as a collective act and a political dynamic unfolding over time. They expand the moment of change and open a horizon of choice and engagement. Read from this perspective, they were already scripting a revolution in which universal values were seen to be at risk in the immediacy and contingency of political time.

I missed this development in my earlier analysis. In that analysis, I used the example of the Révolutions de Paris, the most widely read of the new political journals that emerged in 1789, to suggest the way in which the conception of the French Revolution took shape. The title of the journal itself pointed to an older understanding of «revolutions» as sudden occurrences and dramatic events that bring unanticipated changes in the affairs of a state. Consistent with that understanding it first appeared as a succession of brochures reporting particular incidents. It was soon transformed however, as political crisis continued, into a periodical that itself fed the revolutionary dynamic. As it changed, so did the conception of revolution in its pages. A succession of «revolutions» became «a revolution» and then «the astonishing revolution that has taken place»; «these revolutions» turned into «this revolution forever memorable in the annals of our history», which soon assumed its designation as «The Revolution». In light of the present research, this semantic evolution seems to parallel the pattern of «The Glorious Revolution» and «The American Revolution» in which a series of events rapidly became a great event to be singularised, capitalised and celebrated.

But «The French Revolution» was not yet to be recognised and understood ex post facto – which is to say that its momentum was not yet to be stopped. The term found force in signifying an act rather than in legitimating a fact. The revolutionary moment was opened up and expanded from within to become a frame of action with its own dynamic, its own logic, its own immediacy and its own accelerated conception of time. In this respect, the parallel between the Révolutions de Paris and the Révolution de l’Amérique is striking. But it is not incidental here that the Révolutions de Paris was a newspaper and its editors were intent on convincing readers that no issue could be left unpurchased or unread. The temporality of the French Revolution narrative was at once driven and reflected by the periodicity of its press. Time itself was to be experienced as a succession of moments in which life and death hang in the balance. Each day was to offer a new conflict between the Revolution and its enemies. Each day was to decide whether France would be «enslaved or free», whether its inhabitants would be «the happiest of peoples» or the most miserable. No issue of the newspaper, therefore, could be neglected.

Remarkably, then, the conception of revolution we see taking form in this journal combined the meanings of revolution qua crisis and revolution qua transformational process. The French Revolution was a crisis, a moment of life or death in the body politic experienced as a terrifying moment of violence and danger, a period of agitation and anguish. But this version of a classical republican narrative was presented in Enlightenment tones. A local crisis was being raised to the level of a world-historical process that would effect the transformation of humanity. Each day would decide not only the fate of France, but of all humankind. The French were carrying out a universal historical mission in acting not only for themselves but on behalf of «all the nations which have not yet broken the chains of despotism».

There is no reason to repeat an earlier analysis of the Révolutions de Paris here, though it should be acknowledged that it has been extended by William Sewell’s discussion of the link between revolution and popular violence forged at the Bastille and, more recently, by Dan Edelstein’s account of the emergence of revolutionary authority in 1793.66 Instead, we can consider the aggregate picture now made possible by the digitisation of the first eighty volumes of the Archives parlementaires, the omnibus collection of reports of the sessions of the revolutionary national assemblies and of related materials. It is important to emphasise that the data currently available are «dirty OCR», i.e. the product of an initial, uncorrected optical scanning that still provides messy results. But these results are nonetheless quite fascinating and suggestive.

Figures 8a and 8b show co-occurrences with «révolution» for the year 1789. The change is dramatic: «happy» is now the most common descriptor followed by «great» and «present (actuelle)». Also favoured are «against or counter (contre)», «certain», «sudden», «present (présente)», «our» and «astonishing». But the revolution is happy only briefly: by 1790 «heureuse» has been displaced by «contre» (Figures 9a and 9b). The collocation analysis for 1791–93 shows the continuation of this trend. «Counter» dominates, followed by «our» and «French», and then «violations», «great», «happy», «your», «new» (Figures 10a and 10b). Here, the revolution is defined more in terms of antagonism than celebration. And the embattled revolution needs «revolutionaries» to struggle, above all, against «counter-» revolutionaries. It needs a «revolutionary tribunal», «revolutionary committees», a «revolutionary army», «revolutionary measures», a «revolutionary movement», «revolutionary government», and «revolutionary laws» (Figures 11a and 11b).67 The presence of these terms will scarcely surprise specialists of the French Revolution, but their


67 To produce these collocation figures, the computer program is asked to generate co-occurrences with «révolutionn*» (with the asterisk standing in for any subsequent ending). Of the
sudden appearance in the collocation tables will perhaps remind historians not to take them for granted. They offer a dramatic demonstration of the ways in which revolution was transformed into a political narrative and a domain of action.

«Révolution» was thus endowed by the French with adjectival and verb forms delineating a frame of action and those who acted within it: «révolutionnaire» («revolutionary») to characterise a certain kind of situation, or the actors or deeds producing or engaging it; «révolutionner» («to revolutionise») to designate their impact. As the meanings of these very same terms were quickly sharpened by the appearance of their opposites – «contre-révolution» and «contre-révolutionnaire» – «revolution» shifted from fact to act, becoming a dynamic, violent process with no clear end in sight.\textsuperscript{68} Revolution, in short, was revolutionised.

Much still needs to be done to recover the logic and practice expressed in these linguistic phenomena. But they point to the ways in which revolution became an act, not a fact; the inauguration of a future, not a return to a past; an appeal to universal principles; an advance for humanity; a source of authority and justification; and a set of moves and roles to be re-enacted, re-imagined, rewritten, elaborated and improvised upon. Above all, they point to the way revolution acquired revolutionaries and spawned counter-revolutionaries. «Those who make revolutions, those who want to do good, must sleep only in the tomb», Saint-Just famously declared in his speech explaining to the Convention the necessity of declaring revolutionary government.\textsuperscript{69} With such words, the modern revolutionary was born. «Revolution 1.0» had been released. But there were to be many improvisations on the revolutionary script before Ghonim’s rash declaration of the appearance of «Revolution 2.0».
«Revolution» in the ECCO-TCP database 1700–1785, Co-occurrences within space of one word 1716 documents; 1263 occurrences (Corpus as of 8/2012)

«Revolutions» in the ECCO-TCP database 1700–1785, Co-occurrences within space of one word 1716 documents; 530 occurrences (Corpus as of 8/2012)
### Fig. 3 a, b

«Revolution» in the ECCO-TCP database 1700–1785,
Co-occurrences within space of one word
1005 documents; 1205 occurrences
(Corpus as of 8/2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Within 1 Words on Either Side</th>
<th>Within 1 Words to Left only</th>
<th>Within 1 Words to Right only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 grande (67)</td>
<td>grande (67)</td>
<td>subite (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 heureuse (36)</td>
<td>heureuse (28)</td>
<td>phénérique (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 subite (25)</td>
<td>quelle (20)</td>
<td>soudaine (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 quelle (21)</td>
<td>nouvelle (16)</td>
<td>activité (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 nouvelle (16)</td>
<td>étrange (15)</td>
<td>prodigieuse (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 étrange (15)</td>
<td>Arrière (10)</td>
<td>opiniître (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 glairelale (14)</td>
<td>succès (10)</td>
<td>universelle (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 d’axe (13)</td>
<td>d’axe (9)</td>
<td>journalière (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 soudaine (12)</td>
<td>telle (6)</td>
<td>extraordinaire (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dernière (10)</td>
<td>finir (5)</td>
<td>c’este (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 4 a, b

«Revolution» in the ECCO-TCP database 1700–1785,
Co-occurrences within space of one word
1005 documents; 995 occurrences
(Corpus as of 8/2012)

Admire que l’affreuse soit agréable au sévère annuelle attente apparaître apparaître arrêter arrêter avec aucune aventure avance beaucoup besoin reste capable certaine chartière chaque chose chez combien comme continuité composée consistant c’est dangereuse depuis dernière dernière désirons devient dises divine doit dommage double abandonne tous doux doux du dévise développement d’argile sur d’avoir une effrayant entrope est deunion entière entière Extraordinaire est toutes fois finotis fameuse fatale favorable tous nous française françoise fineste faut fuites futur guilder glorique grande généralehe heureuse hâc moyen impaire importante imprisée insaisissable intrusion inaccessible inévitable jamais journalière journalière jamais longue malheureuse moi moindre moitié mauvaise méfiance nous nouvelle outé récente opère ordinaire or meure par ce pareille parmi permet permet partie particulièrement passager particularité perpetuelles perpetuelles physiques physiologique politique porte pouvait première presque pratique prochaine prodigeuse prompte prédire prête prétendre puisqu’il périodique que que que quelques nombre nennens nennest remueur remueur remue rendent revoir révolution subaline sanguine second semblable sensible sera si sera soyeu simple saisonniers soit vote soudaine soude sous un terrible soude totale trop universelle venant venant vous voici voici vous exaltante annuelle d’est tout étonnante étrange...
Fig. 5 a, b
«Révolution» in  Raynal 1770
Vols 1 and 6 only; ARTFL database
Co-occurrences within space of five words
37 occurrences
(Corpus as of 8/2012)

Fig. 6 a, b
«Révolution» in Raynal 1770
Vols 1 and 6 only; ARTFL database
Co-occurrences within space of five words
22 occurrences
(Corpus as of 8/2012)

Fig. 7
«Révolution» in the Cahiers de doléances 1789
Archives parlementaires, uncorrected OCR; ARTFL
Co-occurrences within space of one word
114 occurrences
(Corpus as of 8/2012)


**Fig. 8 a, b**

«Révolution» 1789
Archives parlementaires, uncorrected OCR; ARTFL
Co-occurrences within space of one word
687 occurrences
(Corpus as of 1/2013)

**Fig. 9 a, b**

«Révolution» 1790
Archives parlementaires, uncorrected OCR; ARTFL
Co-occurrences within space of one word
1011 occurrences
(Corpus as of 1/2013)
Fig. 10 a, b
«Révolution» 1791–1793
Archives parlementaires, uncorrected OCR; ARTFL
Co-occurrences within space of one word
12,734 occurrences
(Corpus as of 1/2013)

Fig. 11 a, b
«Révolutionnaire(s), révolutionnairement» 1790–1793
Archives parlementaires, uncorrected OCR; ARTFL
Co-occurrences within one word
7461 occurrences
(Corpus as of 1/2013)
This article uses digitised databases to investigate meanings of »revolution» and its cognates in English, American and French imprints in the century between the Glorious Revolution and the French Revolution. It traces a shift from the notion of revolution as event, an expression of change and vicissitude generally recognised ex post facto, to a conception of revolution as a collective political act oriented toward the future. It points to the role of Enlightenment thinking in the revalorisation of revolution as long-term transformation and, more particularly, to the significance of Raynal’s *Révolution de l’Amérique* in narrativising revolution as immediate and ongoing political action. It concludes by examining the elaboration of the revolutionary script in the French Revolution.
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